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Supplementary Notes
Extended Methods
Genotyping
Sequencing reads from the ISA segregants, along with the parental strains SK1 and S96 (a haploid
strain isogenic to S288c), were aligned to the S288c reference genome (build R63) using Novoalign
(v2.07.06; http://www.novocraft.com/), allowing only unique alignments. Thereafter, GATK was used for
realignment of the BAM files (Li et al. 2009), and subsequent SNP calling was performed using
SAMtools (McKenna et al. 2010). The formula SAMtools applies for calling the genotype is modelled
upon genotyping a population, and incorporates an allele frequency term. This is not applicable to our
study, a cross between 2 parents, where the allele frequency at true SNP positions is 0.5. We thus used
the genotype likelihood (PL stats generated by SAMtools) to infer the genotype. SNP positions, which
correspond to a homozygous reference call in the S96 parent and a homozygous variant in the SK1
parent, were chosen first. From this set of SNPs, we selected SNPs where the calculated allele
frequency was between 0.35 and 0.65 and the number of successfully genotyped segregants was more
than 80%. This ensured that the genotypes segregated in a 1:1 manner as expected, and that
duplicated or deleted regions were excluded. After generating the genotype matrix, using the R/qtl
package, we further checked and removed switched alleles and markers not in linkage with their
surrounding markers.
Bulk Segregant Analysis (BSA): Calculating allele frequencies
The allele frequency was calculated at each of the SNP positions used in ISA for all conditions, based
on the ratio of base calls on different alleles from sequencing reads. The allele frequency was fitted
using local polynomial regression assuming a binomial distribution. A bandwidth of 28kb validated with
5-fold cross-validation was used. Regions of interest were defined as intervals >30kb with fitted allele
frequency >0.65 or <0.35. The peak position in the region of interest was defined according to the local
maxima or minima in the region. Next, SNP positions were bootstrapped and the 95% confidence
interval was determined for the peak position. To determine whether the allele frequency at the peak for
a test condition was significant compared to the control (YPD 30°C, 100 generations), we first calculated
the observed difference in allele frequency between the test condition and control. Then with each
permutation, we randomly assigned reads in the region of interest to either test or control. The allele
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frequency in both permutated datasets was fitted using local polynomial regression, and the difference in
allele frequency calculated between test and control. This permutation was repeated 5000 times, and
the p-value for the peak in the test condition was calculated as the probability of obtaining a value larger
than the observed difference in the permutated dataset. After obtaining p-values for each peak in the
test condition, they were corrected for multiple testing using the Benjamini-Hochberg method (Benjamini
and Hochberg 1995).
Reciprocal Hemizygosity Scanning (RHS): Estimating allelic contributions
The fitness of each deletion strain was deduced from the signal intensity of the barcodes on the
microarray. Each probe on the Genflex tag16k array (Affymetrix) is represented by five replicate
features. Each tag was summarized by the log2-median intensity across all matching probes on the
array. The log2 intensity distributions of the up and down tags (i.e., the barcodes before and after the
deletion cassette) on each microarray were shifted by a separate constant, so that all intensity
distributions for growing strains had the same midpoint of the shortest interval containing half the data (a
robust estimator of the mode of a distribution). Finally, the selection coefficient s (or relative growth rate
of the strain in the pool) was estimated as the median across both up and down tags of the log2 fold
change of normalized signal intensity between initial and final timepoints, divided by the pool generation
number at the final timepoint. To control for pool construction effects, we focused on media-specific
allelic effects, taking YPD as a control condition. For each gene in the genome, we modelled the
selection coefficient si,j,k of deleted allele i (0 for S96, 1 for SK1) in condition j (0 for YPD and 1 for the
alternative condition) and pool k (0 for the first pool and 1 for the second pool) with the following linear
model:
si,j,k = β0+βai+βa,cij+β0,k(1-i)k+β1,kik+εI,j,k.
where β0 is the intercept, βa is the condition effect, βc is the global allele effect, β0,k and β1,k are pool
construction effects, and ε is a noise term. The terms of interest (βa,c) were tested using a moderated ttest as implemented in the R limma package (Smyth et al. 2003). The moderated t-test robustly
estimates the variance by following an empirical Bayes approach that effectively shrinks estimated
sample variances towards a pooled estimate common to all strains. Obtaining robust estimates of the
variance is important because of the small sample sizes. P-values were then corrected for multiple
testing using Storey’s false discovery rate approach (Storey and Tibshirani 2003).
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